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Investment themes
in practice
Our global investment themes are vital in providing perspective on the investment landscape,
identifying key long-term forces of change and providing a framework for research and debate.
We use these themes in each of our strategies alongside rigorous bottom-up analysis in order
to help identify areas of opportunity and risk. This article looks in detail at how some of our
themes influence specific aspects of portfolio construction across our key strategies.

The world has made the transition
from connecting places (landline
phones), to connecting people
(mobile phones), to connecting
devices (satellite navigation).
The rapid rise in the ‘internet of
things’ is transforming lifestyles
and traditional business
practices globally.

The influence of China on the
global economic and capital market
outlook has grown exponentially.
The world has become more and
more reliant on an economy which
looks increasingly risky.

Demand for healthcare products
and services is increasing as
ageing populations fuel demand
in developed economies, and
expanding incomes and changing
lifestyles create new markets in
the emerging economies.

Policymakers see sustainable
growth as requiring more economic
intervention, market manipulation
and regulation. We believe this has
led to increased volatility, inflated
asset prices and poor capital
allocation.

Changes in both developed and
developing markets will lead to
significant differences in economic
growth potential and fiscal burdens.

Many countries in the world, both
developed and emerging, are
currently undergoing ‘realignment’,
not only in relation to patterns of
global economic dominance, but also
in terms of the internal rebalancing
of their domestic economies.

The scale and complexity of the
financial system have increased
substantially in a relatively short
space of time, encouraged by
deregulation and financial and
technological innovation. There
are risks inherent in a situation in
which finance dominates, rather
than serves, economies.

Years of underinvestment have
resulted in pressing infrastructure
requirements in many countries,
while, at the same time, investors
must also navigate substantial
pockets of speculative excess and
unsustainable demand.

Modern consumer-oriented
economies are highly energy-intensive,
while emerging economies are
driving overall energy demand
growth. Substantial improvements
in productivity, technology and
infrastructure are required to offset
the drag on economic growth and
investment returns.

As economic growth continues
to disappoint in the wake of the
credit crisis, and the authorities’
ability to manipulate economic
cycles is exhausted, GDP, inflation,
commodity prices and financial
markets are all likely to become
more volatile. This environment is
likely to favour active investment
as the slow-growth environment
threatens some business models
and places greater emphasis on
the attractions of specific stock
characteristics.

The credit bubble has left many
economies carrying levels of
debt which materially impair
their economic prospects. We
anticipate an extended period of
relatively low growth and higher
economic volatility. The scale of
accumulated debt makes the timing
and means by which deleveraging
occurs (via repayment, default,
restructuring or forgiveness) and
the effect of offsetting policies
critical for all aspects of the
investment outlook.

‘Smart’ technologies will cause
increasing disruption across societies
as a greater range of tasks emerge
in which machines are able to
replace human workers
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Suzanne Hutchins Portfolio manager, Real Return

Real Return strategy
A multi-asset absolute-return strategy which aims to generate attractive and consistent
real returns for investors, with volatility expected to be between that of bonds and equities
over the long term.
Population dynamics
• As populations age in the developed
world, we believe the demand for health
care and related services is likely to
increase. Topcon, a specialist in optical
equipment for ophthalmology and
surveying, is likely to benefit from
this trend.

Chinese influence
• With slowing growth in China comes
the likelihood for deflation to be
exported around the globe. The strategy
is positioned to avoid a slowing Chinese
economy, with no direct equity, bond or
industrial commodity exposure.
• Th
 e strategy is also positioned to take
advantage of this potential deflation,
through holding long-duration
assets such as government bonds,
infrastructure and select equities, and
also through a preference for
businesses with pricing power.

• I n the emerging world, growing
consumer income is a positive for
businesses which can supply technology
and infrastructure, for example
telecommunications operators.

Smart revolution
• We see opportunities for technology
to have an impact within the utilities
sector, for example the implementation
of smart meters.
• E
 lsewhere we see possibilities for
software and computer technology
businesses. For too long personal
technology has been a step ahead of
what we have in the workplace, and if
they are able to reverse this trend,
businesses such as Microsoft and
Accenture should benefit.

Debt burden
• We see the increased burden of debt as a
reason to favour securities with stable
growth in earnings, dividend
sustainability, an ability to generate cash
throughout the business cycle and those
which bear little leverage.
• F
 or these reasons, we have exposure
throughout the strategy to tobacco
manufacturers, utilities and health care
businesses.

See important information at the end of this document.

Net effects
• We see appeal in telecommunications
businesses which are at the forefront of
advances in technology and connectivity,
as well as businesses bringing this
technology to diverse areas, such as
Trimble Navigation which is
implementing these advances in
agriculture.
• W
 e also see the media as a potential
beneficiary, as the ability to access
content spreads to an ever greater
percentage of the global population,
irrespective of location. For example,
RELX, with its captive customer base
and pricing power, should generate very
reliable recurrent revenue streams.
• W
 e believe that businesses which are
able to monetise access to content, such
as Vivendi, the owner of Universal
Music and Canal+, are set to gain from
increasing consumption.

State intervention
• The global downturn has (incorrectly in
our view) been billed as a market failure,
with sustainable growth now widely
considered only achievable through
economic intervention, market
manipulation and regulation. We see the
likely consequences of this as a volatile
and unpredictable mix of distorted price
signals and asset prices, as well as the
mispricing of risk and poor capital
allocation.
• D
 espite these challenges, we believe
there are opportunities within industries
and businesses which can facilitate such
government intervention, in areas such
as infrastructure and other destinations
for government spending. For this
reason, we favour utilities, enterprise
information technology and the
providers of capital for both private
and public infrastructure.
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Naomi Waistell Portfolio manager, emerging markets

Global Emerging Markets strategy1
A relative-return strategy which aims to generate long-term capital growth through investing
in emerging-market securities.2
Net effects
• The staggering growth in internet usage
in emerging markets (EM), driven by
smartphone penetration, presents
numerous investment opportunities.
Net effects guides us towards the
companies which are harnessing this
trend, and may be able to make attractive
returns on capital, while also helping us
avoid those which are at risk of
disruption.  
• W
 e believe internet companies, such as
Alibaba and Baidu, which exploit this
trend, are set to be big beneficiaries.
Select media and technology companies
that provide associated technology
should also benefit, for example the
makers of hi-tech smartphone casings
as part of the Apple supply chain which
have pricing power and high barriers
to entry (e.g. Catcher).

Chinese influence
• Overcapacity in resource-intensive
industries is a big issue in China.
A slowdown in demand for building
and construction materials has already
had a significant knock-on effect on
commodity prices and we expect this
scenario to continue. As a result, we are
avoiding investments in the metals
and mining sectors.
• W
 e believe the rebalancing of China’s
economy as it moves away from
investment-led growth towards more
consumption-led growth, is likely to
create both risks and opportunities.
We fear Chinese banks and property
companies, which have experienced a
huge credit boom, are likely to be left
vulnerable, and consequently we
avoid these sectors.

• H
 owever, we believe this rebalancing
towards an economy with a far higher
consumer and services component
should provide good growth
opportunities in the newer parts of
the Chinese economy, for example the
internet space. We also see potential
for growth in retailers which are able
to exploit China’s urbanisation and
rising consumer income, for example
Hengan, a manufacturer of personal
hygiene products. We believe the
mainland China-focused travel agency
Ctrip, in which we have taken a
position, should benefit as China’s
middle class exhibit a rising propensity
to spend an increasing proportion of
their disposable incomes on travel.

• Th
 ere are downsides to this trend for
some telecommunications companies
which have had to pay for infrastructure,
while suffering falling revenues as
consumers turn away from traditional
phones to free-to-use internet
applications.

1	For illustrative purposes only. The Newton Global Emerging Markets Fund (‘NGEMF Unit Trust’), an authorised unit trust with the same investment objectives, polices and strategy was merged into the
Newton Global Emerging Markets Fund, a sub-fund of BNY Mellon Investment Funds on 25 July 2015. Newton Investment Management Limited, the investment manager of the Newton Global Emerging
Markets Fund, was also the investment manager of the NGEMF Unit Trust. The NGEMF Unit Trust was closed for winding up on 25 July 2015, and all of the NGEMF Unit Trust’s assets were transferred to the
Newton Global Emerging Markets Fund at its launch on 25 July 2015. The NGEMF Unit Trust was one out of three funds included in the composite of this strategy which was launched on 13 May 2011. Portfolio
positioning of the strategy is therefore representative of the holdings which were held in the NGEMF. However, there may be material differences between this representative portfolio allocation and the ones
of the Newton Global Emerging Markets Fund, as such this information should not necessarily be relied upon.
2	Compared to more established economies, the value of investments in emerging markets may be subject to greater volatility due to differences in generally accepted accounting principles or from economic
or political instability.
See important information at the end of this document.
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Global Emerging Markets strategy
State intervention
• Many EM companies and sectors are
under state control. On average, 28.3%
of EM equity is state-owned, and in
China the figure is 70%.3 State
ownership means shareholders’ interests
can be a secondary consideration; hence
our general avoidance of state-owned
companies in the strategy.
• H
 owever, we believe those countries
which are undergoing reforms, such as
India, the Philippines and Mexico, offer
great potential. We are highly impressed
by the economic reforms underway in
India and hold a large overweight
position in the country. Similarly, we
see good opportunities in Mexico amid
energy sector liberalisation.
• S ince the ownership and governance
structures of many EM companies can
be less transparent than those of their
developed-market counterparts, our
dedicated responsible investment team
plays an important role in conducting
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) quality reviews of companies
considered for investment. This is an
excellent resource providing an overview
of the material ESG risks and
opportunities facing a company and
how the company addresses and
reports on these issues.

• D
 irect company ownership is not the
only means of state intervention. The
recent sharp rise and subsequent fall
observed in the Chinese stock market
was driven largely by monetary policy
expectations as growth slowed. In order
to stem the tide on the way down,
authorities intervened in the market
with increasingly unconventional
measures aimed at achieving
stabilisation. We continue to find good
opportunities in China, but only in
very specific sectors and companies.

Healthy demand
• We believe health-related sectors
offer huge growth potential, hence the
strategy’s overweight position in the
sector. Chinese influence also has a
bearing here. There are, for example,
114 million diabetics in China alone
(12% of the country’s adult population).4

Population dynamics
• W hile most advanced economies face
shrinking workforces, the story is more
positive in less-developed countries.
In Colombia and Mexico, for example,
50% of the population is below 29 and
25 respectively.
• I n the Philippines, the working-age
population is due to grow by over 50%
by 2036 (according to UN estimates).
This, on top of strong GDP growth
and productivity gains, could be very
powerful.5
• C
 ompanies set to benefit from this
include consumer goods and services
providers like Universal Robina, the
food and beverage producer based in
the Philippines, and Hero Motocorp,
the Indian motorcycle and scooter
manufacturer.

• W
 hile the index can only reflect historic
profitability, with health care making up
2% of the index, the strategy is able to
tap into this potential growth area and
holds 9% in this sector.
• Th
 e strategy has holdings in a number
of private hospital operators in a number
of geographies, including South Africa,
Malaysia, India and the United Arab
Emirates, where the majority of health
care payment is individual out-of-pocket
spend. We believe these companies stand
to benefit from rising consumer incomes
and a growing disease burden.

3	CLSA, FactSet, Bloomberg, March 2015.
Note: Current MSCI GEM constituents are used to calculate the government
control per country. % state control is calculated by aggregating MSCI weight
of companies in the respective country with effective government control.
4	Journal of the American Medical Association, September 2013.
5	https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/rp.html
See important information at the end of this document.
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Nick Clay Portfolio manager, global equities

Global Equity Income strategy
A global equity strategy which aims to achieve increasing annual income distributions and
long-term capital growth from a portfolio of global securities.
State intervention
• So far, just this year we have seen the
European Central Bank embark on a
quantitative easing programme worth
more than €1 trillion, the creation of a
stock market bubble by the Chinese
authorities followed by a significant
sell-off, and the unravelling of the Greek
debt crisis resulting in the introduction
of significant capital controls.
• W
 e have also seen evidence that there are
limits to the effectiveness of state
intervention, for example with the Swiss
National Bank dropping its currency peg
to the euro, and the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
breaking its unwritten promise to keep
oil at $100 a barrel.
• A
 gainst a backdrop of still-increasing
levels of debt, we believe the investment
backdrop is likely to remain characterised
by low returns, low growth and
significant volatility. As a result we
remain underweight pro-cyclical areas
such as financials and resources companies.
• W
 e do see opportunities within certain
financials that are well-placed to benefit
from the low interest-rate environment,
which, contrary to the consensus, we
believe is likely to persist. These include
property real estate investment trusts
(REITs) and US mortgage REITs.
We also favour certain financials whose
balance sheets remain robust, such as
Zurich Insurance Group and Principal
Financial.

See important information at the end of this document.

Healthy demand
• With demographics supporting growing
demand for health care products and
services, as identified by our population
dynamics theme, and health care
innovation on the rise, we still favour
Roche, Novartis and GlaxoSmithKline
as core holdings, each focusing on key
areas of the industry, for example cancer,
consumer health and vaccines. All three
demonstrate strong pipelines to support
future returns on capital invested and
future cash flows.

Havens
• Against this fragile backdrop, we look
for companies with a ‘harbour wall’
helping them to weather the economic
volatility caused in part by state
intervention, whose business models do
not feature leverage, and which have
strong cash flows that are surplus to
requirements.
• Th
 e growing consensus view that a
recovering economy will lead to a rise in
interest rates has resulted in some of
these ‘haven’ companies retreating to
more attractive valuations, providing
purchasing opportunities.
• F
 or example, McDonald’s boasts a strong
distribution network with an attractive
franchise model and predictable cash
flows. It has no debt on its balance sheet
and stands to benefit from falling beef
prices. Furthermore, its valuation is fully
supported by its property value alone.

Net effects
• Fears of the potential disruptive effects
of the internet on business models are
producing valuation opportunities
where the reality of this disruption is
not necessarily coming true.
• A
 s a result we remain confident in
Western Union, the global leader in
international money transfer services.
While some fear the rise in internet cash
transfers could impair the company’s
business, we believe this is unlikely for a
number of reasons. First, the money
transfer industry is highly regulated and
becoming more so, and significant scale
is required to be able to support these
heavy compliance costs. Second, many
of the people who are receiving cash
transfers do not have easy access to
smartphones or computers and rely on
Western Union’s embedded distribution
network. Finally, Western Union has
embraced the online world, for example
producing a money transfer app, offering
the potential to be able to dominate
every channel.
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Paul Stephany Portfolio manager, UK equity

UK Opportunities strategy
A UK equity focused strategy which aims to generate long-term capital growth from
a concentrated portfolio invested primarily in UK securities, with the capability to hold
non-UK securities.
Net effects
• A range of companies are developing new
e-commerce platforms or modifying
existing business models to meet
growing demand for web-based products
and services. 70% of Domino’s Pizza’s
orders are now taken online. Another
company set to benefit from the nearly
£30bn a year the UK spends on
take-aways is Just Eat, the online food
delivery aggregator.
• A
 s consumers rely increasingly on the
internet to look for value, comparison
websites are set to benefit.
MoneySupermarket is the market leader
and boasts a database of 22 million
registered users.

Healthy demand
• In the US, we are concerned about
pricing, and we believe some companies
are opaque and over-reliant on single
products. We do see opportunity,
however, in European companies like
Novartis, which has attractive pipelines
and franchises.
• I nnovation is increasingly being
rewarded, with a rise in US Food and
Drug Administration approvals meaning
that more and more new treatments are
making the grade. We see AstraZeneca
as a company set to benefit from this.

State intervention
• A rguably, investors are currently looking
for what will benefit most from the next
chapter of policymaking, rather than
seeking stocks with good fundamentals.
We believe this has led to an inflation of
asset prices, and are focused on trying to
identify stocks with attractive
fundamentals.
• Th
 e impact of state intervention abroad
also needs to be considered, and here the
theme joins with another, Chinese
influence. Chinese policymaking has a
great impact on the strategy’s investment
universe – the commodities sector in
particular. Given our concerns about
China and their business models in
general, we have had a zero weighting in
mining companies since August 2014.

Financialisation
• This theme identifies the risks inherent
in the complex financial transactions of
banks with large investment banking
divisions and complicated balance sheets.
We do not currently hold most of the
UK-listed banks given concerns about
such risks (and about the extent of UK
banking regulation, as covered by our
state intervention theme).

See important information at the end of this document.
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Paul Flood Portfolio manager, multi-asset

Multi-Asset Income strategy
An unconstrained, global multi-asset strategy, which aims to deliver sustainable monthly
income and preserve capital for future generations.
Debt burden
• In the current low-return environment,
yields from many traditional ‘safe’
investments have collapsed to the point
where it can be difficult to maintain
adequate income levels. Certain
alternative investments offer stable
income generation and greater yields
than traditional asset classes such as
bonds and, not being dependent on the
economic cycle, also provide
diversification benefits.
• W
 e have invested in a number of UK
portfolios of renewable energy assets
including Bluefield Solar and John Laing
Environmental Group. This sector also
ties importantly into two of our other
themes. The first is earth matters, which
highlights the growing move towards
alternative energy sources. The second is
state intervention, as government
subsidies reduce the risk of investing in
renewable infrastructure projects.
• W
 e anticipate a low growth world, and as
a result we see particular appeal in
securities that can grow earnings and
dividends sustainably. We look for
companies with durable business models
and unencumbered balance sheets such
as luggage manufacturer Samsonite,
which we believe is likely to benefit from
the growth of airline travel in both
emerging and developed markets.

See important information at the end of this document.

Chinese influence
• As China moves away from an
investment-led economy towards one
which is more service-led, we believe
the travel and leisure industry should
benefit. As a result we have taken a
position in China’s largest online travel
agent Ctrip. We have done this in the
form of a convertible bond which, being
more senior in the capital structure, is
beneficial from a corporate governance
and capital preservation standpoint.
Energy economy
• The shale oil revolution (driven by
developments in horizontal drilling and
hydraulic fracturing), strong production
from key Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) members
and slowing demand has ended the
12-year up-cycle in oil. Additionally,
rising global environmental concerns are
leading to an increased demand for
renewable energy. Consequently we
believe renewable energy providers
provide a more attractive investment
opportunity and we have limited
exposure to oil and gas companies.
Net effects
• Demand for wearables and connectivity
between devices is on the up, which is
increasing the demand for microchips.
We believe semiconductor manufacturers
such as Applied Materials and Infineon
are well placed to benefit from this trend.
Consolidation in the sector should also
lead to improved economies of scale and
significant barriers to entry owing to
large capital expenditure required for
new entrants.

Construction and reconstruction
• We believe we are likely to see increased
spending on infrastructure in coming
years as a result of deteriorating
infrastructure in the western world,
combined with the need to develop new
infrastructure in emerging markets in
order to support the growth
opportunities in these countries.
• W
 e believe infrastructure funds involved
in private finance initiatives are likely to
benefit from this trend; as the end
owners they will be able to gain revenues
from servicing these assets after
construction. We have exposure to these
through International Public
Partnerships and also have exposure to
the construction side through Balfour
Beatty in the form of convertible bonds
and preference shares.
• I nfrastructure assets also offer cash flows
likely to be uncorrelated with an
economic cycle, and often involve
long-term government-backed contracts
and inflation-linked payments
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Paul Brain Investment leader, fixed income

Global Dynamic Bond strategy
An absolute-return fixed-income strategy which aims to achieve an annualised cash +2%
return over five years from a globally diversified portfolio of fixed-income asset classes.
Debt burden
• High levels of debt inhibit policy
initiatives and reduce growth potential,
leading to lower inflation rates and lower
interest rates, and therefore lower
government bond yields. The clear
implication of this for the strategy is the
consistent use of positive government
bond duration.
• B
 anks are subject to more scrutiny than
before the global financial crisis, and are
required by regulation to have more
loss-absorbing capital, which makes
lending to them safer. We favour banks
with steady (rather than rapid) lending
growth and modest bond issuance.
• M
 eanwhile, in response to debt burdens,
policymakers have prevented yields from
rising through the maintenance of zero
interest rates and distorted bond markets
through quantitative easing (phenomena
which we explore in our state intervention
theme). This has given us a bias towards
longer-dated bonds.

Global realignment
• The adjustment in China will take many
years and have a dampening effect on
some economies such as Australia, which
has led us to retain Australian state debt.
However we are hedging the currency
back into the base currency of portfolios.
• Th
 e narrowing growth differential
between emerging and developed markets,
faltering emerging-market growth in the
context of the ‘middle income trap’ (an
economic development theory where a
country which attains a certain income
will get stuck at that level) and a slowing/
rebalancing of China’s economy, raise

the prospect of capital outflows, currency
weakness and negative ratings action for
many developing markets. As a result,
exposure to emerging markets (both
sovereign and corporate) is very selective,6
focussing on countries with structural
reform agendas, competitive labour
markets and scope for counter-cyclical
policy support (e.g. Mexico).

Net effects
• The exponential growth in data-connected
devices and value of content leads us to
favour corporate bonds in the
telecommunications sector, which
benefits from having valuable assets
(fibre in the ground) and generally stable
cash flows – a sought-after characteristic
for bond holders.
• W
 e also like companies which can benefit
from the cross-selling opportunities
inherent in the convergence of different
media (e.g. TV, broadband and telephone).
An example of one such company is
Virgin Media in the UK.

Financialisation
• The risks and implications of bank
restructuring in a ‘financialised’ world
mean that we are cautious about Spanish
and Italian banks, and we do not hold
the debt of emerging-market domiciled
banks. Instead, we prefer US, UK and
Scandinavian exposure.
• G
 iven authorities’ wish to see more
loss-absorbing capital in banks, we are
wary of very ‘junior’ instruments such as
‘CoCo’ (contingent convertible) bonds.
• W
 e see opportunities in the less risky
markets where regulation is robust
(e.g. UBS), and in issuers elsewhere that
are in a comfortable capital position
(e.g. Danske).
• I n this environment, simplicity is a
virtue, and for this reason we find UK
building societies with well-established
business models, such as Nationwide and
Coventry, particularly attractive.

• Th
 e theme also underlines the
importance of differentiating between
markets, for example being cautious of
certain markets during periods where
low cost new entrants try to disrupt the
status quo, for example Iliad in France.

Havens
• A low-growth backdrop with potential
for further volatility (and perhaps crises),
leads us to seek assets with ‘haven’
characteristics, and we have consistent
exposure to ‘safe haven’ government
bonds from the US, UK, Europe and
Australasia.

6	Compared to more established economies, the value of investments in emerging markets may be subject to greater volatility due to
differences in generally accepted accounting principles or from economic or political instability.
See important information at the end of this document.
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Paul Markham Portfolio manager, global equities

Continental European strategy
A strategy which aims to outperform the FTSE World Europe (ex UK) Index by over 2% p.a.
over rolling five year periods with a portfolio of predominantly European securities.
State intervention
• In the wake of the financial crisis,
policymakers increasingly believe
sustainable growth requires more
economic intervention and manipulation.
As a result, central banks have created
growth by inflating asset prices rather
than increasing productivity. This has
most obviously resulted in high valuations
in equity and bond markets around the
world, and also in the global ‘hot-spots’
of real estate markets such as London,
New York, San Francisco and Tokyo.
We feel that such high valuations are
unsustainable, and we are focused on
seeking stocks with attractive
fundamentals and avoiding those areas
where we feel valuations have become
detached from reality.
• W
 e expect interest rates to remain low;
and in the euro area we expect the
European Central Bank to continue to
develop its expansionary monetary
policy, which should be positive for
European exporters.

Healthy demand
• As populations age in the developed
world, we believe companies which are
able to offer a means of prevention (rather
than a cure) to age-related issues are
likely to benefit. Consequently, innovation
will be key, especially in the spheres of
oncology and mental degradation.
• I n Europe, we foresee a strong need
for health-care cost efficiencies as
governments’ budgets come under
pressure from both an increasingly
elderly population and a recent spike
in immigration.

See important information at the end of this document.

Financialisation
• One of the primary concerns arising
from this theme is that many companies
are taking advantage of the low interestrate environment to borrow cheaply in
order to buy back their own stock,
essentially using financial engineering to
improve their earnings growth, rather
than growing their revenues. We believe
that, by taking on debt and moving
further up the risk curve, such
companies are playing an unsustainable
game, and we therefore try to avoid
investment in their securities.
Global realignment
• This theme highlights the risks and
opportunities brought by shifts taking
place in the world’s economies – notably
China. The slowdown in demand for
commodities is likely to have a negative
effect on the previous beneficiaries of the
emerging-market commodity boom such
as Brazil, Indonesia and South Africa. As
their trade accounts decelerate and their
currencies weaken, we fear these
countries will struggle to service the
dollar debt which they took on when
their currencies were stronger.
• W
 e are also concerned that government
spending will spiral higher in many
emerging markets, further pressurising
their balance sheets and currencies.
Consequently we are broadly avoiding
investment in these countries.

Net effects
• We strongly believe the e-commerce
industry will grow over the next several
years, and this is likely to create both
winners and losers. We believe traditional
‘bricks and mortar’ retailers are at risk of
being left behind if they do not embrace
the online world, while companies with
poor pricing power are likely to feel the
disinflationary effects of increasingly
transparent pricing most strongly.
• F
 or the potential winners, monetisation
of their product will be vital, but during
the consolidation phase we are happy to
wait for this to play out. In addition, for
the companies which succeed in this
environment, especially in the case of the
aggregator platforms, it is likely to be a
case of ‘winner takes all’, as the larger,
more popular players flush out their
smaller competitors. Consequently, we
think it is vital to be selective.
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Raj Shant Portfolio manager, global equities

Global Equity Strategy
and Global Opportunities Strategy
The Newton Global Equity strategy aims to outperform the MSCI AC World Index by over
2% p.a. over rolling five year periods with a portfolio of international securities.
The Newton Global Opportunities strategy aims to achieve long-term capital growth from a
concentrated portfolio predominantly invested in the securities of companies located worldwide.
Population dynamics
• Ageing populations in the developed
world are likely to lead to continued
pressure on the demand for health-care
goods and services. We believe this
should benefit companies like Roche, a
world leader in cancer treatment drugs.
It is also likely to increase demand for
companies that can help to contain
health-care costs, like the US pharmacy
benefit manager Express Scripts.
Smart revolution
• The revolution in connectivity, and in
particular the advent of cloud computing,
is leading to profound changes to business
models for many companies around the
world across many sectors. We expect that
companies which are leading and
facilitating this change should benefit, for
example search engine giant Google. It
should also lead to many opportunities for
companies like Accenture whose core
business is to provide technology
consulting services and solutions to other
companies that need to adapt to this
changing environment.

Net effects
• In combination with our ‘smart revolution’
theme, the ‘net effects’ of the exponential
growth in networks and the data
travelling through them every day
is revolutionising many industries. As a
result, the media sector in particular has
been through a long process of
adjustment and transition to new
business models.
• O
 ne example of the benefits brought by
this trend is that professional publishing
companies such as RELX and Wolters
Kluwer are now able to develop new
products and services and roll them out
to their professional clients around the
world at zero marginal cost, irrespective
of location.
• Th
 e music industry has suffered declining
revenues for nearly fifteen years owing to
the effects of digital piracy. However, music
companies such as Vivendi (owner of
Universal, the largest music company in
the world) are now finding new ways of
monetising their content through music
streaming services and internet radio.

Debt effects
• We see the inability of the global
economy to reduce the overall level of
debt as a reason to favour companies
with the ability to grow in an
environment where growth is slow in
general, and those companies which
have strong franchises that can generate
good cash flows. At the same time, we
aim to always be mindful of the
valuations of such securities. This is why
we like areas of the market such as
tobacco companies, health care and
certain areas of technology.
Chinese influence
• China’s robust growth following the last
financial crisis in 2007/2008 helped to
pull the world economy out of recession.
However, now the Chinese economy is
slowing and this will have a significant
influence on the rest of the world.
• A
 s a result, we have no exposure to
many commodities and mining stocks
which benefitted greatly from China’s
once insatiable demand, which came
from urbanisation and a speculative
property boom.
• C
 hina has also fostered substantial
overcapacity in many industrial areas,
and, with domestic demand slowing, this
capacity is likely to be exported to the rest
of the world. We remain underweight
global industrials as we see evidence of
increasing pricing pressures with global
overcapacity and diminishing demand.

See important information at the end of this document.
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Important information

This is a financial promotion. This document is for professional investors only. The opinions expressed in this document are those of Newton and
should not be construed as investment advice or any other advice and are subject to change. This document is for information purposes only and
does not constitute an offer or solicitation to invest.
Your capital may be at risk. The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the original
amount invested.
Portfolio holdings and positioning are subject to change at any time without notice and should not be construed as investment recommendations.
Any reference to a specific security, country or sector should not be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell this security, country or sector.
Past or current yields are not indicative of future yields. The value of overseas securities will be influenced by fluctuations in exchange rates.
Where the portfolio is invested in sub-investment-grade bonds, which typically have a low credit rating and carry a high degree of default risk,
please be aware that this may affect the capital value of your investment.
Where the portfolio has exposure to hedge funds, gold, private equity and property via publicly quoted transferable securities, there are additional
risks associated with these sectors. The strategy may hold derivatives. An investment in derivatives may be volatile, but the volatility of the
strategy is not expected to be any greater than that of the underlying stock and fixed-income markets. A concentrated portfolio does not have
the diversity of investment that is generally expected. This means that each stock within the portfolio may have a more significant effect on its
performance. Compared to more established economies, the value of investments in emerging markets may be subject to greater volatility due
to differences in generally accepted accounting principles or from economic or political instability.
In the UK, this document is issued by:

Newton Investment Management Limited
The Bank of New York Mellon Centre, 160 Queen Victoria Street, London, EC4V 4LA
Tel: 020 7163 9000

Registered in England No. 01371973
Newton Investment Management is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

newton.co.uk
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